
MAKING CUSTOM-DESIGNED 
KITCHENS ACCESSIBLE TO ALL
How Hygena increased customer engagement  
with a 3D planning solution



Challenge:
Hygena wanted to elevate its offering through 
e-commerce and personalization to address new 
consumer trends.

Solution:
Hygena turned to the HomeByMe for Kitchen 
Retailers 3D planning solution to enable its 
consumers and designers to seamlessly create 
customized kitchen designs online without having 
to download software. 

Results:
•	 The entire project was completed within just  

12 months
•	 As of November 2020, consumers can design 

their dream kitchens on the solution via the 
Hygena website

•	 Full e-commerce capabilities will be available 
from January 2021

EMPOWERING CUSTOMERS TO DESIGN 
KITCHENS ONLINE
Hygena, a leading home and kitchen retail brand from the 
WM88 stable, operates in more than 100 stores worldwide, 
with plans to extend its franchise activity and open a further 
100 stores by 2024.

To address new consumer trends, Hygena wanted to empower 
customers to design their own kitchens online. The solution 
needed to be seamlessly integrated with back-end systems 
so that Hygena could continue to deliver on its promise of ‘a 
complete kitchen in just 15 days.’

“The challenge was that e-commerce was not yet a reality 
in the custom kitchen sector,” said Wilfrid Tanter, CEO.  
“A kitchen design project depends on furniture dimensions, the 
positioning of the windows, the height of the walls and many 
other factors that are difficult to address online.”

While software solutions to create customized kitchen designs 
were available in the market, these needed consumers to 
download and install software, which was a key barrier to trial. 
They were often difficult to use, especially for consumers with 
limited design and software experience.

Hygena wanted to empower both consumers with no design 
experience and in-store design experts to create completely 
customized kitchens using its extensive portfolio. The design 
experience had to be easy to access, simple to use and high 
quality to encourage trial. It also needed to be enjoyable yet 
practical, with updates about prices, design errors and stock 
availability. These notifications needed to be instantly delivered 
and very easy for designers to look at.

To improve shopper engagement and satisfaction, Hygena 
decided to offer a 3D planning solution to both consumers and 
designers that could deliver ease of use and was accessible 
through their website.

TRANSFORMING THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY
With the HomeByMe for Kitchen Retailers 3D planning solution, 
consumers and designers can seamlessly create customized 
kitchen designs online. The solution is entirely cloud-based 
and requires no downloads or licenses: consumers just need 
to register for the solution with a username and password and 
they are ready to start.

The platform is so customizable that it allows consumers 
to input exact room dimensions of any type and style. For 
customers looking for a little inspiration to get them started, 
Hygena offered design templates that auto-populated the 
customer’s room dimensions with the latest trends and product 
sets. Completely integrated with Hygena’s catalog and CRM 
systems, the solution provides pricing that is updated in real 
time throughout the course of the design, with smart business 
rules that flag any errors like fire hazards and contravention of 
building safety regulations.

During deployment, a completely new customer journey was put 
together that enabled users, consumers and sellers to collaborate 
more effectively when putting together their kitchen projects. 

“We wanted to move the 
kitchen design category into 
the e-commerce era. This 
meant we had to offer a  
wow-factor online experience 
that would enable us to 
transform entrenched  
shopping habits.”

— Wilfrid Tanter, CEO

Kitchen layout created using the HomeByMe for Kitchen 
Retailers 3D planning solution



“We have ambitious plans for 
Hygena – and the HomebyMe 
solution is an essential 
component in achieving our 
goal of making custom-
designed kitchens accessible 
to all consumers.”

— Wilfrid Tanter, CEO

SEAMLESS COLLABORATION AND INTEGRATION
Thanks to seamless collaboration between the HomeByMe and 
Hygena teams, the entire project was completed within just  
12 months – from digitalization of the product range to the first 
deployment in stores, followed by user training at point of sale.

Hygena has opted for a phased rollout of the solution. It was 
launched in-store in July 2020, receiving positive feedback from 
designers. As of November 2020, consumers can design their 
dream kitchens on the solution via the Hygena website and 
full e-commerce capabilities will become available in January 
2021, offering a complete omnichannel experience that will 
allow customers to design their kitchens from anywhere, 
independently. Use of the HomeByMe for Kitchen Retailers 
solution across the website in conjunction with Hygena’s CRM 
platform is expected to generate rapid, positive business results.

“The HomeByMe for Kitchen 
Retailers platform enabled us to 
provide a high-quality 
3D planning solution to our 
expert designers in our 
franchised stores, which was  
so simple that even consumers 
with no design experience  
could access it online and  
use it easily.”

— Frédéric Pinoncelly, Brand Director

High resolution renders created using the HomeByMe 
for Kitchen Retailers solution

DELIVERING ON A LONG-TERM VISION
The ease of use delivered by the HomeByMe for Kitchen 
Retailers 3D planning solution will enable in-store staff to 
shrink the sales cycle and optimize staff productivity. The online 
platform for consumers will serve to significantly differentiate 
Hygena as a go-to brand for shoppers who want to create and 
buy the kitchen of their dreams at any time from the comfort 
of their own homes.



HELPING CONSUMERS BRING THEIR  
KITCHENS TO LIFE
The HomeByMe for Kitchen Retailers 3D planning solution is 
equipped with a range of features that are aimed at creating an 
exceptional user experience and accelerating time-to-sale.

For more information, please contact:  
Simon Booker,  

VP of Sales & Marketing 3DVIA,  
Dassault Systemes, 

+44 7703188743, 
simon.booker@3ds.com

Visit our website at enterprise-home.by.me

The HomeByMe for Kitchen Retailers 
3D  planning solution empowers consumers 
and lets them design anytime from anywhere, 
safe in the knowledge that the designs 
they produce are affordable, accurate and 
error free. The platform learns and makes 
recommendations for kitchens based on user 
behavior, backed by a combination of more 
than 150 business rules. As a result, customers 
can now create their dream kitchens in less 
than 30 minutes. The solution has shortened 
Hygena’s sales cycle and given the retailer 
the opportunity to scale and take its business 
to the next level.

Easy integration with CRM and 
other back-office systems
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Cloud-based platform – no 
downloads or installations 
necessary
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Easy and intuitive to use 
even for non-designers
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Inspiring layouts that kick 
start the design process

Lifelike 3D renders to give a 
true picture

Intelligent business rules to 
catch design errors early

Transparent pricing updates 
as-you-go
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Complete customization of 
room layout, shape and type
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